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00:16 
Welcome back, everybody, this issue specific hearing, and it is now resumed. Can I just check with Mr. 
Hanson that the live streaming, and the recording has commenced to this next part? 
 
00:33 
Just give me a second. I'm waiting for my website to update. Yes, I can see that the live captions and 
the live stream is working fine. 
 
00:43 
That's great. Thank you very much. And so what like I said, prior to the break, I'd like to move on to the 
second bullet point and on the agenda under three traffic and transport and traffic and which is to 
consider the relationship with the proposed developments with the proposed Norwich Western link, 
including measures should they not not end to be well not be delivered, and then what the implications 
are for the surrounding road network as well. As a starting point, I think it might be helpful if the 
applicant could just explain what assumptions has been made within the application with regards to the 
delivery of the northwestern link, how it feeds into there is modelling that's been done and what the 
limitations are around that and then that side of things if you could. 
 
01:36 
Good morning so on behalf on behalf of the applicant. I would like to draw the examiners attention to 
the scheme design report section nine. So that is document reference s dash 008. Within section nine, 
the the applicant has outlined the interrelationship with other major developments along the B 47 
corridor. Section 9.2 of the scheme design report covers the applicant's position on knowledge Western 
link. I'll kind of outline the summary such as briefly as I can for everyone. In July 2019 Norfolk County 
Council announced the preferred route for the North knowledge, knowledge of Western link scheme 
and in May 2020, the department for solid boards in the Department for Transport approve this strategic 
outline business case. As a consequence of this under the Department of Transport traffic modelling 
process, the knowledge Western Link has to be considered as a certain development and the traffic 
model determining the need case for the e 47. Autonomous Eastern drilling scheme. The applicant is 
also part of the knowledge Western link local easing group and has regular engagement with the 
knowledge Western like delivery team and Norfolk County Council the scheme's promoters to ensure a 
joined up approach towards the scheme development and the modelling of both schemes. I'd then like 
to draw the examiners attention to the applicants responses to relevant representations and try and 
model a common responses B. And common response, D and E which are specifically in reference to 
the knowledge Western link. common response, he addresses the fact that the schemes have are 
different base year of the traffic model. So the E 47 scheme is based on a baseline year of 2015 as 
outlined in the transport assessment, the knowledge Western Link was commissioned by DFT to 
update the nuts model to 2019. That model has still not been formally approved by DFT song and is still 
going through the validation process. As a result of that, we have worked collaboratively with the team 
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developing the knowledge Western link and the traffic model to ensure that the gaps in that model are 
identified and understood. And then both parties are fully aware of of where they have arisen from that 
will form part of the statement of common ground between ourselves and Norfolk County Council. And 
there'll be a section that covers all of that within there. So I'm not sure if Norfolk County Council would 
like to offer comment on the the collaborative process that we have with them. And although obviously 
on this call. 
 
04:15 
Yes, it currently would be helpful if you could, thanks. 
 
04:19 
Yes, it's coming Norfolk County Council. Yes, I mean, I can confirm that we are having ongoing 
discussions, we've been having ongoing discussions for quite a while now, which has proven to be very 
useful and productive. I'm not sure that I can add much to the detail that Mr. Arthur has set out. We 
have a separate Norwich Western link team within the county council. And the applicant has primarily 
been dealing with that team as part of the process that Mr. Arthur just described. 
 
04:53 
Okay. Thank you for coming. That's helpful. Thank you 
 
05:02 
Thank you. So if I could just sort of Biafra on behalf of the applicant. I would just like to point out that 
also within this case for the scheme and section 4.9 sar is the scenario testing assessment, which 
outlines the scenarios taken to the run with or without knowledge, Western link scenarios, as part of the 
modelling assessment. Those modelling assessments then assumed the wash case for the 
environmental assessment to ensure that that was covered within the submitted documents. So thank 
you. 
 
05:32 
Thank you, that's helpful. So in terms of those different when assessed assessment dates that 2015 for 
the application that 2019 For the northwestern link, what are the limitations restrictions implications of 
those two different modelling dates. 
 
05:54 
I'll give a very brief summary and then I'll let David Patterson who's of transport modeller give you the 
the more technical elements. So what I will confirm is that, obviously, that the transport assessment 
provided in the schema documentary, so the case for the scheme, outlines the model development that 
that's been undertaken on the project that outlines when the survey data was captured, and how that 
was then validated from 2015. And taking into account the subsequent surveys that we've undertaken 
to rebase line and revalidate the model, we have also shared survey data with the knowledge Western 
link team and vice versa. So that as we have undertaken additional service, we have shared the 
information and they have provided us with the recent service as well, all of those have been used to 
revalidate, the model, and that is covered within section four of the transport assessment, as well as 
triumphing to the exact clause fairly quickly, so. 
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06:56 
So 4.27, of the case for the scheme, outlines the collection periods. And then 4.2, outlines some of the 
philosophies that were undertaken in October 2019, as part of that process, as well, so, so the baseline 
as much as the 2015 model has been recalibrated to recent traffic levels. Also, there is a commitment 
to undertake sensitivity testing, which is we'll come on to in the climate section. I'm sure so but that's 
based on when the the DFT released the latest tag guidance, which has not been released at this point 
in time. Does that answer your question? So? 
 
07:34 
That does, yes. Thank you. Yeah, that's helpful, actually. Yes. Is there anything that your colleague 
wishes to add on that one? Is the battery so is there anything you wish wish to out? Sorry, 
 
07:50 
David bashioum popped up because nothing's out. 
 
07:54 
Thank you very much. 
 
08:06 
Sorry, so you're on mute. 
 
08:10 
apologise. It's the first time I've done it so far this week. So I've not done too bad. And there's just 
before I come to pick with the hands up, I just want to check that I've got all the questions I need to ask 
first. So if you could just just bear with me, Mr. Quadrant for a second. And it may be more of a 
question for the either for Mr. Coming or for the council. But just what is the latest position with regards 
to the the northwestern link in terms of deadlines and timescales? At this stage? I'm aware that there's 
a scoping report that's been published. But if somebody can give me whether that's Mr. arthro, Mr. 
Coming just an update on the current position with regards to the Western link. 
 
08:54 
So we are going through the Department for Transport, what they call their large local major schemes 
process, which involves a number of different stages. So we have we say we've announced our 
preferred route. And the stage that we're at is that we have submitted a business case to the 
department. I will just check which stage that is if you bear with me, but we are currently awaiting a 
decision on on that business case, which if positive would allow us to proceed to the next stage 
 
09:46 
is having it problems I'm afraid it's very slow, that's fine. And that next stage 
 
09:51 
would be locks. 
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09:55 
So if you bear with me, so timelines and documents as now come up on my page here. So, yeah, so 
the outline business case was dated June 2021. And that has been submitted, as I say to the 
Department for Transport. We're currently awaiting a decision on that, and assuming a positive 
decision, and that will allow us to continue into the next stage, which would be towards the final 
business case, which would then release the funding on that project. And obviously enable you to live 
on statutory procedures, etc, to be gone 
 
10:40 
through. Okay, thank you. That's helpful just to get a latest position on that. Thank you for being patient. 
Mr. Caudron. If I could come to you, I see. You've got your hand up. 
 
10:57 
Thank you. So, um, can you hear me? I can, yes. Um, it was just that this is a huge anomaly. The 
Wensum Valley Alliance are a very strong objector to the Norwich Winston Link, mainly because of the 
environmental damage to the Winston Valley, which is an SSI. And we also have the anomaly that the 
Norfolk County Council are both the proposer. And of course, the acceptor of the planning situation, 
which we feel is a rather erroneous position, where we have a local authority who is proposing a 
scheme, and they are also the people who approve it. And we will just maintain our objection to that, 
over the coming months, as the scheme goes through, I think next year to consultation, and thereafter 
to the planning process itself. Thank you, sir. 
 
11:52 
Thank you, Mr. Cohen. Thank you. Miss Ruth got all I see you've got your hand up as well, if I can 
come to you. 
 
12:06 
Yeah, it's just a comment really on the on the gap between the modelling and the actual insofar as we, 
on a regular basis, measure volumes of traffic through our village. And already compared with the 2019 
baseline figures, we have an increase of something like 58%. And I don't know to what extent that has 
been taken account of. 
 
12:34 
Okay, thank you that that's helpful. This, Mr. Arthur, I see you're gonna come back, that'd be useful to 
understand that. 
 
12:42 
So I'll just find the relevant clause. So obviously, the traffic Sonic body offer on behalf of the applicant. 
And we'll get that right at some point. So the traffic modelling obviously has to take into account growth 
factors that are that are provided by the DFT. And the guidance that's covered within section four of the 
transport case for the scheme. So obviously, the the model or the service as we take them could then 
be impacted on a year's time because of natural growth within the local area, new housing, new 
development, new work areas, the model takes that into account, we obviously baseline or model 
against the service also taken at different periods by the knowledge Western link team. And again, 
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those models show good validation. And in terms of that, we appreciate that some of the partners 
councils are doing their own counts, but we obviously have to go with the model data that's provided 
formally by the supply companies. And that's invalidated. So that's what's built into the transport case 
for the scheme. Thank you. 
 
13:40 
Okay, thank you, dude, I think you made mention this, but the model, the last day, you did surveys and 
information is 2019. Is that correct? 
 
13:49 
That's correct. So the last supplementary salaries are 2019 ahead of the submission. 
 
13:55 
Okay, thank you. That's helpful. And Miss hawk. Just before I come to you, Mr. HawKer. See, we've got 
all and Mr. Coltrane, you still got your hands up I'd rather that new points or whether they are leftover. 
But if I go to thank you very much, Mr. Hawker if I could come to 
 
14:12 
you. Thank you, sir. Richard Hawker Winston Valley Alliance. And two points really one regarding the 
NATs modelling the 847 scheme uses the 2015 Yet the northwestern link uses the 2019. These are 
both presumably going forward to the Department for Transport to look at these particular schemes. 
Why isn't the same nats model used for both. In particular, if Northwestern Link has managed to use 
the 2019 which As you said, hasn't yet been approved by the Department for Transport. Why, what why 
hasn't the 47 been updated using that data? 
 
15:12 
Thank you. Mr. Arthur, if you can clarify that point, they'll be helpful. 
 
15:19 
Thank you. So buddy offer on behalf of the applicant. I think I've already touched on the fact that this is 
covered within common response, ie of the applicants responses to relevant representations and 
document 9.2. The applicant scheme has been in development for a long period of time, and obviously, 
the knowledge base and link scheme came along after the applicant scheme had commenced. As part 
of the knowledge westlink Development, the Department of Transport asked the team to develop the 
updated nuts model. That model as I touched on is not approved and is not signed off. As of this point, 
the applicant has taken all steps possible to ensure that the data survey data is validated has been 
updated, and that the models coincide and that any discrepancies are fully understood, and as I've 
communicated earlier, will be covered in a statement a common ground between ourselves and Norfolk 
County Council with regards to traffic modelling. Does that answer your question? So? 
 
16:13 
It was Thank you. That's great. Thank you. Miss cotton, if I could come to you. 
 
16:24 
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Rebecca clutton for Mr. Mellow. So it just a motion to servicing the principal have been talking about 
modelling and the NWSL. Now, and the point that we wish to make is in relation to the design of the 
junction around the overdesign. So I've just want to check that you consider this to be an appropriate 
point to cover that or whether you just want to pause on that and allow us to continue to pick up 
modelling points. 
 
16:52 
Yes, if we could, that that will be great. I know. There's just a couple of sort of questions I have just in 
terms of timescales and timeframes as well. Sounds 
 
16:59 
fine. So I just wanted to make sure, 
 
17:01 
thank you. So just just moving on from the modelling side of things, it's clear from everything that the 
timescales for both projects aren't necessarily aligned for a number of reasons. And therefore the 
opening dates a different what will be helpful for me is if the applicant could outline their strategy for 
dealing with this, and in particular, what the implications are likely to be prior to the link road opening. 
And then ultimately, what would the implications be should the no trust and link actually not be 
delivered? 
 
17:41 
Thank you so by the author on behalf of the applicant. As I've touched on earlier, the applicant is 
engaged on a regular basis with the delivery team, developing the knowledge Western link scheme, we 
regularly share information to ensure an efficient approach to design such as survey information, Grant 
investigation, information, design information on those have touched on recently traffic information. The 
knowledge Western link scheme now has appointed that contractor and Ferrovial construction, and 
obviously, the applicant has a contract that appointed in galafold. Try, there is no dialogue process in 
place between both contractors to establish the construction methodology and the feelings to ensure 
that cohesive approach is developed that will have the least impact on the local area for the customers. 
As a result of that there are several streams of work that will be gone ongoing between the disciplines. 
So that each party is appraised and up to date with the information. In regard to the timeline, the 
applicant has obviously submitted as part of his DCO submission the outline traffic management plan, 
and I'm sorry, I will have to find you the the reference for that briefly is document up 7.5 million traffic 
management plan EPP 144 the outline traffic management plan indicates the contractors phasing and 
the intended construction methodology for the scheme. As a result of the planned scheme, the removal 
of the Eastern ugly roundabout is proposed. It is proposed that this will happen around 16 months into 
the construction programme. The closure of shortly and will then have an impact on the surrounding 
local road network in terms of the vehicle dispersal as a result of closing that route that has been 
modelled by both ourselves and by the delivery team of the knowledge Western link scheme. As a 
result of that the applicant has included some conditions within the DCO to include our temporary traffic 
route order on owning them lane to mitigate traffic. The applicant has also been engaging with Western 
Longo Council through Norfolk County Council to ensure that any impact on Western Longbow is also 
mitigated correctly. The applicant undertook a meeting in support of Norfolk County Council two weeks 
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ago with Western Longbow out of which our concept and process for agreeing a scheme of mitigate 
marks to be deployed. And then in the period between the proposed opening of the 47 and the opening 
of the NWSL to mitigate the impact on Western Longville in the interim period, that will be secured 
through agreement with the applicant, or Norfolk County Council for your statement of common ground, 
which forms a formal part of the DCO submission. So does that answer your question? Are there any 
areas of missed sorry? 
 
20:27 
I think it probably does. One follow up, you've answered actually is is how would that information got be 
without form part of that stems of common ground which is which is helpful in terms of mobility a little bit 
more in terms of what the implications are on the surrounding roads where you envisage that to be? 
Are there any particular locations where there may be a visitor particular problems? 
 
20:51 
Yep, that that's absolutely fine. So So partly offer on behalf of the target. The b 1535, with Lynn 
Seybold, which leads on to Western Longo is the locally appointed HTV route for the leader for the local 
highway authority. Therefore, we have to obviously account for that and the connection to the strategic 
road network. What we have done free consultation is initially the woodland sidewalk connected directly 
to the northern roundabout at the woodland junction. We then took that off and made a T junction to the 
proposed sidewalk leading from Hawking to try and discourage route running for local traffic and non 
HTV traffic. Obviously, there is an issue whether a significant traffic mitigation already proposed or sort 
of already in place at Western Longo. But there still is an issue. Norfolk County Council is aware of this 
issue and the knowledge Western link scheme as their answer to address the north south route running 
off through the Barnum broom corridor up to the fakenham Road. I've just lost my train of thought now. 
So sorry, that was wiggling. So as I've touched on, we do have our proposal in place that there will be 
secured for the statement of common ground for a scheme of works to be agreed. The trigger point for 
that schema works would be that the concept commencement will be nine months in advance of the 
removal of the Church Lane roundabout. The reason for the nine months is that it would be delivered by 
Norfolk County Council and they obviously have to get in place the relevant orders to allow them to 
deliver the works. And nine months is the worst case situation for them to get the TTR or, or the 
permanent road order in place to deliver that works. So that was discussed at the meeting behind 
Western Longville. And the heads of terms from that meeting will form part of the statement of common 
ground so so that's the wood Lane side road. As we move along. Further east, we obviously have 
tevreden Road, which is off the knowledge or junction table and road is a C Class road. It has it's about 
1200 metres in length. Sorry, it's a bit too close. And I'll double check that I've got that wrong in my 
head. And it leads up to the junction with Western Crossroads before leading on to warlingham when it 
has formal passing places in place and as I've touched on it as a C Class road and Norfolk County 
Council's route hierarchy. The modelling showed that with the closure of Church Lane, there was an 
increase of traffic on tympanum road. And as a result of that, the applicant has put in a proposal to 
implement our temporary TTL row to prohibit the use of food traffic on that section that road, which 
leads to a dispersal of the traffic around the wider network. The traffic modelling that was undertaken by 
both the applicant and the knowledge Western link team confirmed this to be the case. As a result of 
that the applicant also undertook follow test on the long water interchange to assess if there was any 
impact as a result of those closures on the existing longwater Junction. And a technical note was 
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provided into the examiner in response to Norfolk County Council on that point as well. The applicant 
has since the submission of the DCO also been engaged with Norfolk County Council during the speed 
limits on the local road network and has agreed that tevreden road will be reduced to 30 within the 
limits of the applicant scheme. This means that saved from road would come off the sat nav network as 
well which would be another added element to consider. Norfolk County Council I've also confirmed 
that as part of the knowledge Western link scheme that a meaning length of tiveram road will also be 
reduced to a 30 mile per hour road. So that that moves us on the tip from road and then the last side 
road north is a Church Lane, frittering Lantos, which we are closing to through traffic with the removal of 
the east and roundabout. At statutory consultation, there was a link proposed that link to Church Lane 
back west towards the northern roundabout in knowledge short. Statutory consultation feedback proved 
that this link was not well received, and follow modelling that was undertaken prove that it would be 
redundant upon the opening of the knowledge Western link road and therefore there would be an 
inefficient investment. This is covered within the consultation report summary saw as I touched on 
earlier authoring the elements that were updated or refined as a result of consultation. Choline at the 
moment experience is a high volume of traffic predominantly because it's the easiest junction to exit 
and access off the strategic road with the roundabout provided at Eastern. It has circa four and a half 
1000 vehicles, and there are regular reports of vehicles been there property's been damaged and near 
misses along that section the road, I'm sure you've already experienced that, sir, on your on a company 
site visit when you when you undertake your visit to the area, Eastern parish council have obviously 
confirmed a support for this. And they're a parish council that we're very, we've worked very closely with 
through the development process. Does not fully answer your question. So? 
 
25:33 
Yes, I think it does. So thank you that I think that might actually answer some of my questions on the 
next bullet point as well. So we'll we'll pick those up when we get. So it may be day we'll need to, to 
repeat all of all of that again, but I'll but that that's helpful. Thank you very much. And I say that 100 
From sorry, I can't see who that is. I'm afraid Mr. 
 
26:01 
It's which occur can read. Great. Thank 
 
26:04 
you. 
 
26:04 
Thank you representing holding on parish council. And again, obviously very interested in the Tavian 
road discussion. I guess our view is, don't really see why, you know, a really narrow country lane is 
connected to the new jewel jewel day 47 directly, when there's opportunity to reconnect it via the 
existing noise road roundabout on the existing 847. So that you obviously we welcome the mitigations 
that have been described. But you know, there's still potentially 1800 cars a day, they're gonna pile up 
and down this very narrow country lane. And you know, we're really concerned about the safety and 
don't want to see why such a road should be connected directly to the national road network. Thank 
you 
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27:05 
Thank you, Mr. Coconuts. Okay, that's great. And Mr. Arthur, perhaps that might be something you 
might want to, to address if you could get a couple of hands up. But if I could come to you to, to pick 
that up happy, Greg. 
 
27:18 
Yeah, so by offer on behalf of the applicants, I've just like to touch on the fact that the scheme has 
always proposed to include two junctions along its along its length, there was always the intent to 
remove the the Eastern roundabout and provide a junction to the west of the Eastern roundabout. 
Taking into account the constraints within the area. The junction was seated on the junction of Tiffin 
road and Blaine lane at that point, we've obviously got to consider that as a listed Church, the proximity 
to Eastern which is expanding with development, the Ofsted cable route and the sensible point on the 
network. The junction provides linkages for communities north and south to access the strategic road 
network. That's all been provided previously in response to various members of the public the parish 
council directly and are more than happy to provide in writing sir references to all elements that have 
been responded to previously because there are a significant number to search and played at this point 
in time. 
 
28:16 
That would be helpful. I think, if you if you could, when you made submissions, that'd be useful to have 
all those in a in a logical place for me to then sort of follow that audit trail through that 
 
28:26 
second side. The second part I would like to touch on is the suggestion that there should be connected 
to the local road network via a new structure of owning a roundabout and linking to the side road in 
front of the church. Obviously, as we've touched on earlier, the applicant has taken into account now 
application the past 180 and their carbon as part of our design process, there is no requirement or need 
to provide an additional road or vehicular underpass at that location. We also have to take into account 
feedback on the from Historic England on the impact of the church and the improvements in toward the 
slowdown, the improvements that our scheme have on the empire through mitigation. As a result of the 
the closure of the section of the existing a 47 in front of the church, we have been able to reduce that 
provide a secure access key and provide parking to the church, which they never previously had that 
there was an informal agreement for them to use our A landowners concrete pad to park for accessing 
the church, but the scheme obviously delivers a significant improvement without regard as well as 
providing an access for all users through the provision of or user access species. So 
 
29:36 
thank you. Can I just just clarify when you start, there's no need to what Iraq in what sense, there's no 
 
29:42 
operational capacity viewpoint sort of so the scheme has undertaken traffic modelling and operational 
capacity modelling, looking at the connections and from an economic and efficient design point of view 
to provide an additional vehicular structure where there's already one provided that a junction just 
shortly up the road The fact that the traffic modelling has demonstrated the reduction in floors would be 
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significantly lower. And we'd be under 1000, DDT and both the width, and the width and WL scenario 
that the scheme would deliver on its objectives. Again, that's all covered in our previous responses. 
And I'm more than happy to Timeline them out so you can review the applicants responses. So, yeah, 
that'd 
 
30:23 
be helpful. Thank you very much. Thank you. I've got some hands up. So we'll come to those. We've 
got all right, if I could come to you first. 
 
30:38 
Ruth could or Western longer parish council, just as some comments really from our point of view, and 
first of all, thank you for spending an hour and a half in the pub car park. Looking at our traffic, which I 
think you need to sit on the ground to appreciate it, 
 
30:55 
no problem. 
 
30:57 
What I want to focus on are the interim measures that will be in place should the Knights Western link 
not go ahead. And we, I can confirm that we had a meeting, parish council had a meeting with 
representatives from Norfolk County Council SWACO and galliford. Try. And Mr. Arthur was present at 
that meeting. There was no info on the as it happened, there was no representative from national 
highways. And it was a useful meeting. In that it really it set out a plan and a way forward. And but there 
is however, and is quite a big however, which is that the the possibilities of resolving the problems in 
western or ameliorating the problems are much greater, it's a much greater problem because of the 
decisions that have already been taken and included within the DCO to close Church Lane and Honam 
lane. Because once those are closed, then it's the volumes of traffic through through Western will 
increase very substantially. And all that we are assured of is that there will be it will be a status quo, 
there will be no improvement. And given that our traffic figures are much higher than those models that 
is really worrying. In a very short time, we could be in the same position as Church Lane has been with 
the impact on farm more far more people. And it is also worth remembering that Western Longville is 
also a sea Road, see 167 And it has a six foot six which restriction in it. So I think our question is How 
come? You know we're kind of at the end of the line in terms of what's possible for us, given the 
decisions that have already been taken. And there is some, I think some questions for us about the 
criteria on which those decisions were making made. I think what we would like to see is the question of 
the the T TR O and the closure of Church Lane and the provision of a road between Church Lane and 
the Norwich roundabout, we would like that to be revisited. And we would like some effort and some 
thought being given I think to how traffic can be more equitably delivered across all four routes. And so 
that Western doesn't end up with the burden of traffic on two routes across across the valley. So I 
would like basically I'd like Nash national highways to kind of go back to the drawing board on this and 
see what else could be done. And what's possible before it's too late. Thank you very much. 
 
34:15 
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Thank you, Mr. Mr. Arthur, if I could come to you one of the the points that that will be helpful, just to get 
some information on is actually what the predicted traffic levels are through Western low villain and 
what the modelling, modelling shows and what we're aware of just get that information that helpful 
 
34:33 
by the offer on behalf of the applicant, I'm more than happy to provide that information. So I'll do that in 
a written form if that's acceptable. What I will confirm to you is that we have prevented or sort of 
prevented we have presented significant modelling scenarios, the local user group on multiple areas 
within the scheme to demonstrate the mitigation measures as half the team developing the knowledge 
question link is not been a singular model provided by the applicant has been validated. both parties to 
ensure that the the outputs are within the within the right field and are not ones not significantly high 
and one's not significantly low. With regards to the the church lien, I've already touched on the element 
of that on the consultation feedback and the fact that the modelling show that it would be very, very low 
to almost to the point of not being used. So the traffic modelling has been undertaken has reflected the 
temporary measures put in place, and I'm afraid so I need to touch on the fact that his perception based 
at the moment on the fact that there's an assumption that there's four and a half 1000 vehicles using 
Chuck's lane and they're simply going to move to the network to the west, which is an unreasonable 
assumption to make. You've got a significant route as I've touched on this easy access from that point 
because of the existing east the Nygard roundabout. You've then got to staggered T junctions which 
feel which fueled the traffic from Blind lane and Tevin road dead north or from baddies leaving 
woodland to head north, which, as you've been on site, you can understand the the safety issues of 
setting and the central reserve, we think to tonne, which is why that the Chilean experience is that that 
increase? I will take this away and provide information on the summary of information that's also been 
provided to the local using group with regards to even abroad as well. So if that's okay. 
 
36:16 
Yeah, that'd be great. Thank you very much for that. Miss Mr. Hawker if I could come to you. 
 
36:28 
Thank you, sir. I Richard Hawker from Western Valley wensen. Valley, Alliance. And Mr. Arthur, as 
mentioned, validating the predicted figures many times? I'm not sure I've asked this question before, 
but I'm still not sure how this validation takes place. What I've been trying to find out for many years 
now is the origin and destination of the at least the four and a half 1000 vehicles going through church 
laying in Lower Eastern and elsewhere. So that it's possible to have a reasonable concept in one's 
mind of where the traffic's coming from and going to, and have some reason to believe in the predicted 
change in traffic flows, which are being presented by both Norfolk County Council and I was England. 
Why is it that that some basic origin and destination figures can't be provided for us to do that 
conceptual validation? 
 
37:37 
Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Arthur, if you could pick up that in terms of that. The the points their, their 
origin and destination data, that will be helpful. And if you could just clarify when you say validation, 
exactly. What do you mean by by validation? What's the process and that side of things? 
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38:00 
Yeah. Sorry about the offer on behalf of the applicant. I wonder what account and I might need to defer 
to my my colleague, David Bartels, obviously, if you still on the call, with regards to the validation, 
obviously, the revised surveys that we have undertaken, we then look at them in terms of, for example, 
the time period has the growth been realistic compared to the base year model? So from the base 
model 2015. When we apply the growth factors, natural growth factors development, that's in the 
sensitivity a lot do they correlate with the numbers I've seen on the ground? And that's one of the test. 
But again, my colleague will probably pick me up if I'm if I'm incorrect or give you further details. With 
regards to the origin destination deal, Mr. Hawk has made several requests for this to both ourselves 
and the Norwich Western link team. And he's been responded to on several occasions. So which again, 
we can timeline out, the transport case for the scheme presents the information required that the 
applicant has to provide to deliver the scheme in accordance with the relevant documents in their 
requirements. Does that answer your question? So? 
 
39:01 
It does, yes, that that's helpful. Thank you very much. regard, I see you've got your hand up under that 
set a new point or whether that's just the hand left over from the point we discussed earlier? 
 
39:21 
I think I was just one further point really, which is that what's been described as a kind of iterative, 
iterative process of consultation, which has, by that process, you know, it was under pressure for 
Church Lane was the decision was taken to close Church Lane, and also to close haunting them lane. I 
don't get the sense that at any stage, anybody stood back and said, went back to the original strategy 
and said, Okay, what's the overall consequence of this for other parishes and what is the consequence 
for Western Longville? And is that reasonable, because I, I mean, it seems to be rather late in the day 
that national highways have recognised this problem and have recognised that, that they need to be 
involved in doing something about it. So it's, I think my concern is that it's, it looks okay, you know, you 
can tick all the boxes on consultation. But the reality is that it hasn't worked in practice in that way that 
we have been left carrying a burden, which should have been more equitably shared. And I'd like to 
know whether national highways really thought about the end result of the of the consultation that was 
taking place, and went back to the beginning and said, Is this is this a fair outcome? 
 
40:57 
Thank you, Mr. Arthur, is there anything that you want to add or come back to on that one? 
 
41:02 
Good afternoon, sir, by the offer on behalf of the applicant, I would just like to touch on as a 
communicated early on that we have based our design decisions based on consultation and follow up 
consultation. So we are the main statutory consultation period. We then undertook follow targeted 
consultation and received comments of the project update that was issued in December 2020. As well, 
no decision is made in isolation, the decisions are made in collaboration with the console tees, and in 
this case, obviously, the lead local highway authority is Norfolk County Council we we have to gain 
approval from for any development or change on the local sidewalk network. From that point, I would 
also like to touch on the fact that the Norfolk County Council have an outstanding requirement as a 
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result of the Norfolk distributor road DCO to provide a scheme of works as a traffic numbers have 
actually breached the threshold within that DC or for Western Longville. The solution for that is the 
knowledge Western link. That's why the the conditions that have been put in place in the interim period 
are from the applicant supporting Norfolk County Council to deliver that scheme of works, and will work 
collaboratively to ensure that that schema works is delivered as part of the scheme. So as I've already 
commented, that will be secured to your requirement within the state the statement of common ground 
between both ourselves and Norfolk County Council. Does answer that question. So sorry. 
 
42:22 
From my perspective, that's great. Thank you very much. Okay, I just have just in terms of this final few 
questions in terms of the the Western link here. Mr. Coming if I could just come to you, because in 
some of your comments, I think it might have been in reps in the local impact report, there's reference 
to the potential cycle route, which is shown across the bottom of the, the stub there. And then if I 
remember rightly, there were some comments as well with regards to the suitability of the access under 
the round, right in terms of whether it should be a single or a jewel Lane through there. And it was really 
just sort of understand those since again, sort of a response from the applicant on those. So if I could, if 
I could come to you first just on those. 
 
43:19 
Yes, sir. David coming Norfolk County Council, in terms of the junction, I think that our representation 
said that we would want to have some reassurance that the junction was resilient into the future, 
particularly in the case of any incident that might occur under the underpass. This has been discussed 
further with the applicant, and we are looking to include the outcome of those discussions within the 
statement of common ground. But I think on that one, it's probably fair to say that a lot of our concerns 
are overcome, because I say that that will be covered within the statement of common ground. 
Similarly, on the proposed cycle lane, this is a temporary cycle lane, which I think so you touched on in 
the hearing on Tuesday. And again, we are looking within the statement of common ground, um to 
agree a position on that the northwestern link as and when it comes forward has a suite of sustainable 
transport measures in the form of not only just walking cycling links, but other links as well. And what 
what we have there is something that we have consulted on and as I say that that outcome of the 
consultations and the discussions that we're having with the applicant will then be covered in the 
statement of common ground, so an agreed position. 
 
44:59 
Thank you That's very helpful. Was there anything the applicant wish to add to that? Are you happy just 
to leave it at that point? 
 
45:09 
But after on behalf of the applicant, I'm happy to leave on that point. So we've had engagement, and 
we've responded through the relevant reps process to Norfolk County Council on this, I believe it's 
comment RR 37.6. Of document just wrote the front cover of document 9.2. But yeah, so it will all be 
covered in the statement of common ground. So and we've reached a common point on that. 
 
45:35 
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That's held. Thank you very much for that. Okay. Thank you. I think that concludes everything that I 
wanted to ask and deal with on the northwestern link. Miss cotton, I was conscious that you had a 
question that you posed with regards to whether it was in relation to the link or image indicates the 
design of the junction itself. 
 
45:59 
It's so it is in the relation to the design of the Northern roundabout, in particular, the designers junction 
generally, however, it's with direct reference to the with or without without nwhl scenarios. So it seems 
to me that it is probably most appropriately dealt with at this point, if that's okay with you. 
 
46:22 
If that was the reason for asking you is whether it's related to your alternative, but it sounds like it's 
more. 
 
46:30 
Yeah. So just just for context, you'll remember that when we were talking about the principle of 
compulsory acquisition yesterday, I made the point that obviously, if the junction is overdesigned 
beginner without nwhl scenario, that as we say it is, that has a consequence for compulsory acquisition, 
because it means it's too large and more land is being taken the less necessary. So I made that point of 
contact yesterday. In terms of the point we're going to make today, I am going to be assisted with this 
point by Mr. Malcolm foster of Neptune transport planning. And I'll hand over to him in a minute. So I'm 
just going to say one or two things very briefly. I do have Mr. Foster's qualifications to hand in his 
experience. But I wondered whether you perhaps you'd like me to send that in, in writing when we 
make our submissions. next deadline, 
 
47:25 
we don't need to go through that sort of more more formal process that you may well do in other types 
of hearings. Yeah. 
 
47:31 
No, no. So it's, some some inspectors seem to like it in these two. But that's that's fine. So so it, just it 
setting the context. We've already heard, obviously, the northwestern late row does not yet have 
planning permission. It doesn't or any form of planning consent. It doesn't yet have funding. And so it is 
what can be regarded as still as a preliminary stage. Now, we accept, of course, that the scheme is it 
sufficient stage that it is appropriate for provision to be made for the width nwhl scenario, in this order to 
deal with the situation if it goes ahead, that is something that's accepted. Where we part company, with 
the applicants on this is in relation to the issue of whether if the NW o does not go ahead, the proposed 
design for the junction remains appropriate. And so you might recall that that was a matter that was 
dealt with, in document, ACM oh four, which was Mr. Foster's transport statement submitted deadline 
law. That's rep 1057. And so it's now that I'm going to turn to Mr. Foster and just ask him to explain his 
views to you. If you bear with me, I'm just going to have to move the camera around. So hopefully this 
will work. And we're going to the right and wrong side. That's Mr. Ellis. Oh, sorry. I can't actually see the 
screen very well. So here we go. It's slow, slow motion. This is This is Mr. Foster. So Mr. Foster, 
please. 
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49:20 
can foster representing Mr. Marino I just wanted to make some I'm going to repeat what's in my written 
record. So I just wanted to make some specific points with regard to the NWSL in the form of wood 
Lane junction. As you're aware, sir, the current scheme includes a stop connection for the proposed 
knowledge Western link promoted by Norfolk County Council. National Highway sites, the A 47 DCO 
has been drafted such that is the end WL scheme does not gain the stock connection will not be 
delivered. If the end of an L scheme does not go ahead, it is stated A great separator junction would 
still be required at this location due to traffic flows. And therefore this would not change the proposed 
junction location or layout. As I stated in my making maps interview, it is not clear or logical how it has 
been concluded that the proposed function form and layout would not change whether the end of UL 
proceeds or not. The ah sorry, doesn't miss it how is England the applicants own traffic figures and 
suggests that with no end WL bounce traffic flows to the junction would reduce by some 69% in the am 
peak, and some 80% in the pm peak. And these are figures taken from their junction and SIBO strategy 
report. And xe it's the new scheme is not built, an alternative junction form and route should be 
considered. And at the very least, an alternative grade separator scheme with smaller roundabouts 
should be considered. 
 
51:13 
Thank you for that. 
 
51:14 
Thank you. Thank you very much for that. I think what that does is that helpfully sort of picks up on 
some of the questions that I was looking to ask under one of the further bullet points. So actually, Mr. 
Arthur, you have popped up and perhaps it will be helpful if you could sort of pick up pick up those and 
in particular, the questions that I was looking to us were exactly the same in terms of the size of the 
junctions, and whether they were of sufficient size. And that additional point in terms of if the Norwich 
Western link doesn't happen, you are then left with a large roundabout that isn't then serving that and 
that Western link coming in. And the points that have been raised by Mr. Morales team that 
 
52:00 
thank you so by the offer on behalf of the applicant. First of all, the scheme has been designed by a 
team who are highly experienced in the delivery of major projects using the UK dmrb primarily. The 
scheme has been designed in accordance with CD 122 of the UK dmrb, which covers the design of grid 
separate junctions. It was also assessed against the CD 116 which covers the design of IKEA during 
the boats. Chapter Four of the scheme design report outlines the junction design process. The 
applicants junction and sidewalk strategy presenting the status that the consultation which informs the 
scheme design the port chapters four and five was very clear and the the outline of the traffic figures 
and how the junction design had been developed. And at grade Rome, the vote was not a suitable 
solution. The traffic model ensured that in the 2040 design year the atoms of the agreed render was 
saturated. Therefore, the scheme would deliver no improvements and would not meet the scheme 
objectives of create a more free free flowing network. Following the junction hierarchy the next junction 
looked at was a compact degreed separate junction CT one to two is quite clear and the fact that 
mainline flows of 50,000 or over should not be used for compact clean separate junctions. Therefore 
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the applicant has for the good design outlined in UK dmrb. The second part to consider for a compact 
read separate T junction is how you would access or exit the strategic road network. That's where CD 
123 comes into comes into play, which is the design of major and minor priority junctions. That 
standard is quite clear again, that vehicle flows on local roads over 3000 the ADT prohibit the use of 
those forms of junctions. So there are two tests that that has failed for a compact lead separation. So 
therefore, we were in the realms of fill grade separation. Following the junction hierarchy in the UK 
dmrb. We selected the first option which was a single road single structure twin dumbbell roundabout, 
Appendix A and CD 122 outlines junction layouts based on the escalation of traffic flows, therefore 
provides a hierarchy for the design of to follow in terms of the delivery of a junction layout. With regards 
to the the alternatives proposed, I don't propose to get into them in great detail here. So because the 
applicant has provided an appraisal report to the examiner and to the Mr. Manos team, and has also 
asked the examiner to request comment from Norfolk County Council and their role is local highway 
authority, given the proposals have a significant impact on the design standards on the local road 
network. With regards to operational modelling, that is also covered within the case for the scheme 
Chapter Four under section four point 10, which covers the operational modelling of the two 
roundabouts at the woodland junction. The applicant has been engaged through the process with 
Norfolk County Council as the lead Highway Authority and with the knowledge Western link 
development team to ensure that the solution proposed is both safe and performs operationally. The 
applicant is also taken into account with the junction layout the application No past 2080 and the carbon 
hierarchy, again as covered within the applicant scheme design report and approach to carbon 
management. With regards to if the end wheel does not come along, then who has obviously been 
included because there is a requirement on the applicant to include it, because it has an edge preferred 
route status. Therefore, in accordance with the tag guidance, we need to include that that has been 
covered within our design submission within the case for the scheme. The applicant has included the 
stub connection of the roundabout to ensure that our proposals are as efficient as possible with the use 
of public funding. If the NW gains permission, they will not be efficient to have that the end of your 
project team come and dig into the proposed the constructed roundabout to then construct a stub off. 
Therefore, by the inclusion of the 15 Minute stub, the applicant has sought to be as efficient as possible 
with public money. The DCO contains a requirement that if the NW does not come forward or does not 
gain planning, then the stub will not be constructed by the applicant. Does that answer your question? 
So? 
 
56:13 
It does, to certain extent, yeah, I can see Miss Cohen's got a handle, 
 
56:16 
can I just sort of offer one supplementary response to have that just didn't touch on sorry. In both 
situations, the with and without scenario, so like for grade separation, which still be required, on the 
order Widley injunction? According to the design standard, so thank you, 
 
56:34 
which which was going to be my sort of follow up question. I've had him to mystic. So what you're telling 
me there is that regardless of the Norwich Western link and the traffic from that, the traffic modelling 
shows that that junction is required as as it is shown, 
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56:51 
in terms of the layouts are that is correct, a twin dumbbell single structure around the boat, which is the 
first form of full grid separation would be the applicants proposal regardless, the mainline traffic flows 
that are well in excess of 50,000 EDT, without that knowledge Western link, and that prohibits the use 
of a compact grid separation and accordance with the UK dmrb. Fallen the good design to road 
standards. Thank you, sir. 
 
57:15 
Thank you, Mr. misclicked. If I could come back to you. I see. You've got your hand up. 
 
57:23 
Sorry, sir. Two seconds. 
 
57:28 
But this 
 
57:34 
response back to Mr. Foster in a second. But but just to be clear, so that it respectfully that answer in 
no way. answers the question that we asked. Mr. Foster spoke about alternative, we hadn't suggested 
that the appropriate solution was the use of a compact grade or, or other junction design. Mr. Foster 
was making a call about the scale of the roundabout. And you'll notice then that when Mr. Arthur 
answered you, he said that the layout of the junction remained appropriate that that doesn't answer 
about whether the scale of the junction remains appropriate in terms of the without nwhl scenario. So 
I'm just going to pass back to this to Fosston, for anything else he wants to add, but but in our view, so 
that that doesn't answer the question at all. Okay, 
 
58:25 
thank you that well, then I suppose that the the question then, Mr. Foster, is that response in terms of 
the position put by the applicant from the traffic numbers? And to sort of get your view on that as well. 
So that would be helpful. 
 
58:42 
Yeah, I mean, the points I made was specifically, with regard to the design of the junction, you know, 
without in WL situation, I didn't make any mention of an upgrade solution. I just want to make the point 
that, following our review, we believe an alternative format of the junction should be considered in a no 
dominant nwhl scenario. But then we start to introduce the issue of an alternative upgrade solution that 
wasn't referred to by myself. 
 
59:17 
And what would your alternative look like? Just so I've got an idea? 
 
59:22 
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I think, well, I mean, given the given the traffic flows are highlighted that there would be a significant 
reduction at the two roundabouts in terms of inbound traffic flows based on their own forecasting. I said 
an alternative form that couldn't be considered would certainly be small around about them in a more 
compact layouts that could still be the app grey, so the grey separated dump arrangement, but it'd be 
odd to large roundabouts that's currently designed, not uncommon to concerned about the over design 
of that junction anyway, in a note in WL Knowing your situation, clearly those concerns are exacerbated 
significantly. 
 
1:00:07 
Okay, thank you that that clarifies boy, where you're coming from. Thank you, Mr. Arthur. 
 
1:00:14 
Thank you so by offer on behalf of the applicant. The reason I touched on the the art grade solution is 
that it forms part of the junction hierarchy assessment. So, if a strategical junction is required at a point 
on the network, we obviously follow the assessment process to establish what is required for a junction. 
The first form of junction would therefore be a roundabout sir, escalating to a compacted separated 
junction and then escalating to fuel grid separate junction. If your traffic flows are then an exceedance. 
For the first option of fuel grade separation, you will then move on to the next level, which is our twin 
structure. In large roundabout, which is known as a gyratory structure technically, so similar to what's 
along at the existing FICON junction Presently, the next exclamation point on top of that would then be 
an interchange, which would be incorporating fee flow links, which is actually what thinkfun junction is 
now moving to on the other scheme. So it's all economies of scale based on traffic flows. So what I 
would point out is that the roundabouts have been assessed in terms of the the number of arms, the 
deflection, the safety factor, and the capacity alongside the the operation of the two lane roundabout. 
They have also been subjected to an independent Road Safety Audit, which was informed or which has 
informed the design and subject to operational safety assessments. Again, the operational safety 
assessment data is contained as part of the safety responses within the submitted documents side. 
And I'm more than happy to provide that information in a written form to guide you to where it is located. 
With regards to the alternatives proposed by Mr. menials team, what they fail to touch on, and their 
response to you, sir, is that the options they submitted, move the scheme north, so they move off the 
unknown preferred Route Corridor. Therefore, that's something 
 
1:01:50 
that has just wonder whether perhaps I think, shorts are too sorry. 
 
1:01:56 
I'll be very short. And 
 
1:01:57 
no, I was gonna say was I think actually, we may not be talking about the alternative that that suggests, 
I think we're just talking about as you're proposing, and actually, as it is, as opposed to the alternative 
suggestion, I think, I think I think what's been question here is whether the roundabouts themselves 
could be smaller in the current location that they are rather than the alternative proposal. 
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1:02:18 
So the alternative proposals are put forward actually has the northern roundabouts still a 100 metre ICD 
on the option that Mr. Manos team has proposed for the twin dumbbell roundabout, they have shrunk 
the southern roundabout to the north Mr. Manos land, but the northern roundabout that presented by 
the Mr. Manos team is a 100 metre ICD and that is complete that is covered within the applicants 
response to the the appraisal that we have put forward and submitted to yourselves. The Mr. Manos 
team has also proposed the next escalation up for for our twin structure, gyrated arrangement, again, 
which I have covered in my responses previously, that to go to that point, you would have to have an 
increase in traffic flows following the junction hierarchy and CD 122. And again, that solution would not 
be in accordance with past 2080. And the applicants approach to an efficient carbon design on the 
scheme. Thank you, so. Okay, thank 
 
1:03:13 
you. So, 
 
1:03:15 
so sorry, Rebecca. Mr. Metal, I am just coming in, because So you're absolutely right. We're not talking 
here about the alternatives. We're talking about the scenario in which the scheme is delivered in this 
present location, but without the large Western link, our alternatives are entirely irrelevant to this 
particular point. And so I don't really understand why that they're coming up for discussion. But so just 
to confirm your understanding of the position, what the position that you set out is exactly as we 
suggest, it is. 
 
1:03:45 
Okay. Thank you. So Mr. Arthur, just if I could just pose a question which is so are hypothetical 
situation how you want to look at it that the nor the scheme is that but it's about to be delivered, but the 
Norwich Western isn't going to be delivered. That's a definitive fault for whatever reasons. Is there a 
case that the roundabouts needs to be reduced in size because it will not be accepting the traffic levels 
that it would with the night's rest and link in place? 
 
1:04:18 
Thank you, so by alpha for the applicant. As I touched on in my previous response, the roundabout has 
been designed to take into account the number of items connecting to it, and the safety factors for 
those arms and the FLIR look the flares that the joint with the roundabout has been subjected to road 
safety audit, as well as operational, sorry, operational safety assessments. I'm more than happy to 
come back in writing to yourself or not to the evidence where that is contained. The removal of one arm 
would not significantly affect the proposed scale of the roundabout, given the safety factors that I've 
outlined previously. 
 
1:04:49 
Okay, did those safety audits cover both scenarios so that they look at a with and without no trust and 
link 
 
1:04:57 
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the operational safety assessment contained within the junction of safety which strategy covered the 
weapon with? Oh, if I recall correctly, so but again, I'm more than happy to respond and right. And on 
that point. 
 
1:05:06 
Yeah, that will be helpful because I think this, this is something that I think we need to clarify. And if it's 
easier to sort of take that away and respond in writing, that would be that would be helpful. 
 
1:05:16 
Thank you. So 
 
1:05:20 
Miss Carter, is there anything you wanted to add at this stage? 
 
1:05:26 
Sir? No, I think we'll be very interested to see what the response in writing is on that, because so we 
just don't see how it's possible. The link the roundabout would be the same size, but we will await with 
interest what Mr. Arthur has to say writing on that. 
 
1:05:41 
Okay. Thank you very much. Thank you. So, just going back on on to the agenda. I think, from my 
perspective that that deals with the item under the northwestern link, I think sufficiently in terms of the 
questions that I had, and unless I can see anybody else raising any questions, in particular, with 
regards to that issue, I'll move on. Okay, I can't see any questions on that. So that's, that's helpful. 
Thank you chose the next one, which was to consider the impact of the press found upon the 
surrounding road network. Again, I'm thinking that most of my questions that I had had been dealt with 
through that discussion that we had, and in particular, the outline that we got from Mr. Arthur, in terms 
of the surrounding networks, and what happens that but just to clarify, are there any other points that 
anybody would want to raise with regards to that issue and in terms of the the impacts of the proposed 
development upon the surrounding? road network? 
 
1:06:48 
Okay, thank you again. So I think that, that takes us on to probably where we're starting to go anyway, 
which is sort of the suitability of the budget options. And that discussion that we just had clarified and 
answered a couple of questions that I had in terms of safety audits and alternatives, and then size and 
the suitability of the roundabouts. And what I would like to do is I'm conscious that there are the 
alternative proposals from from Mr. Minella very whole estate and but just before we perhaps sort of 
have a discussion around those are there any other particular interested parties, they got any 
comments, questions, queries with regards to the designs of the junctions and that side of things? Mr. 
Haka 
 
1:07:53 
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Thank you Sir Richard Hawker when Sun Valley Alliance I know there have been queries about the the 
scale and layout of the toll road blind Lane junction and wonder if that could be investigated. Thank 
you. 
 
1:08:13 
Yeah. In in what in what aspect in in the same 
 
1:08:16 
way on the on the basis that it is it is too big for the the small amount of traffic which is anticipated to 
use toll road certainly in the absence of this. Once noted link between Church Road Lauriston and total 
road junction. Okay. 
 
1:08:37 
Thank you. Sorry, I muted Mr. Arthur, if I could come to you on that one. 
 
1:08:45 
Thank you so badly for on behalf of the applicant. I think I've already covered the the applicants 
approach to the junction design in accordance with CD 122. Already. The trigger factors are the main 
line EDT flows with average annual daily traffic flows 30,000, there's a threshold display different CD 
one to two for the application of a compact anything above that you should be in the realm of fuel grade 
separation, or mainline flows are in the realms of 44 to 46,000 ADT, so significantly above that 
threshold, so therefore, feel great separation as required. The roundabouts are the proposed 
knowledge short junction are significantly smaller than wheedling junction, they are designed that 60 
metre ICD so they predominantly pick up the slip roads and then the local road connection as I touched 
on earlier, they provide a connection to the strategic route network for the policies north and south from 
the villages follow. So taking into account that there is obviously development going on as well, natural 
growth and again, that's covered within the scheme traffic modelling and the sensitivity logs as well 
covered in transport section. So section four of the transport case for the scheme. Again, similar road 
safety audits have been undertaken throughout the whole scheme, and those are those are covered so 
accordingly 
 
1:10:00 
Thank you. Thank you for that. Mr. Mr. Rock if I could come to you. 
 
1:10:09 
Yes, thank you so much you work for brown and CO, just fine. So at this point, so race raised some 
issues in relation to the the design of the proposed junctions in respect of the concerns we have, from 
relation to the Fair Food enterprise Park, which we have made comments on in our submissions. The 
errors has been granted local development in order for agricultural commercial developments. And that 
has not been provided with the direct access on to the junctions with the a 47. That's something we'd 
like to address there is at an appropriate time to do that now. 
 
1:10:55 
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Yes, happy to do that, because that's one of my questions for later is that I did to find out what the 
position is on that, because I have been referred to a planning application that's in at the moment. So it 
was a question that I was due. So as you've raised it, happy to cover that now. 
 
1:11:13 
So I think, for club brandco, I think what we were keen to point out is that we have a planning 
application in play at present time. We have been in discussions with highways England, the bank 
provide the provision of an access, direct access for the food enterprise park that could connect with 
the Norwich road junction. At times, the design allowed for an access for the food enterprise Park. And 
as it's been submitted, there is no access provided through this current planning application. Our 
concern is that the response we're getting back is that the pioneers England don't want to provide a 
private access to the food enterprise Park, I would urge you to have a look at the food enterprise Park 
as part of your site inspection because there is development happening there a significant amount of 
development happening on site. Part of that development is being funded by the two district councils, 
both South Norfolk and broadland as well as new Anglia, lep. And it's for a Food Innovation Centre, as 
well as various separate developments happening with a vertical farm. And currently condimentum are 
producing are producing mustard from their particular factory. So there it's not as though this particular 
facility is a paper exercise, it's actually happening in reality. The ldeo did when it was imposed, a local 
development order when it was imposed, did anticipate that there would be a switch from Church Lane, 
which is how you would currently access the food enterprise Park, it would be switched on to a direct 
access onto the gate 47. There was always an aspiration that that would occur. Now the current 
planning application that's in play, has no objection as from the county council highways. It's actively 
supported by the district councils and the parish council and Eastern parish council. In that they see 
that traffic will be directly imposed onto the 847 rather than going through Church Lane and potentially 
through East Village. It seems to us that there's a missed opportunity here in that we can allow for this 
development to continue with direct access up to the age of 47 That would be a genuine benefit to all 
concerned. So our representations are are based on seeking to ensure that there is an active access 
into the food enterprise parliament. That's all I've got to say in regard to the food enterprise Park. I think 
my colleagues will want to speak to you about other issues concerning the accessibility of farmland by 
the local network. Once this, the improved a 47 occurs. That's all 
 
1:15:03 
Thank you very much. See, a couple hands are going to see Mr. HawKer. You've got you've got your 
hand up. I'm not sure that's still up away. That's the point. Mr. Officer, I will come back to you in a 
second. I just want to check with Mr. Hawk. Mr. Locher whether his hand was up, 
 
1:15:19 
does. Thank you. So Richard Hawker when some value lines, and my point about the tape and road 
commission was that it would not be possible to have a grade separated but with a diamond will 
halftime in shape as in the day. 
 
1:15:42 
Okay. Thank you, right. Mr. Arthur, if I could, if I could come to you to sort of pick up those two points. 
The first in terms of the food enterprise Park, and just to what I should have mentioned is that I have I 
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have seen the site. So I've driven along Church Road, so I know the area for him from both my visits 
that I've done so. So I have done that. And then if you could also respond to Mr. Walker in terms of that 
alternative design suggestion? 
 
1:16:12 
Yes, sir. Thank you by the offer on behalf of the applicant. Firstly, to pick up the points on the food 
enterprise zone. The there was a link started the consultation and I would point the examiner to the 
responses contained with an annex in an annex or of the consultation report with significant responses 
by members of the public and stakeholders alike with regard to the provision of that. The second 
element of this saw as that the applicant has been the applicant has provided responses within section 
9.3 of the scheme design report, which outlines applicants position in regards to the fares and this has 
been communicated to the promoters of the federal revenue to 9.3. And specifically clause 9.34, which 
outlines the LD or is subject to conditions relating to access and highways. I would propose to read 
through all that right? No, sir, because it's legal terminology. But again, more than happy to provide 
them rating our position and link all the previous responses into one location for you sought to tell you 
to gain an overview of where the situation is. The applicant also notes that our planning application has 
been no been submitted to connect into the proposed side road heading west from the southern 
roundabout of the knowledge road junction. The applicant has confirmed on previous occasions to the 
developer that the applicants design has taken into account the traffic that would arise from the fares 
development and using their agreed route has been shoved capacity is available within the roundabout 
to accommodate the fares as part of the traffic modelling and as part of the sensitivity log for the 
growth. The applicant has also confirmed that they would be willing to work with the promoters of the 
fares, should they be successful in their planning application to see if there's an efficient way to deliver 
the improvement and a similar timescale to that of the scheme. I think that's all I've got to say on that 
point. 
 
1:18:08 
That's great. Thank you. Just in terms of those discussions, how will that be presented to me in terms 
of the examination? 
 
1:18:18 
Thank you. So by the offer on behalf of the applicant, the intent would be to contain that within our 
statement, a common ground or a heads of terms agreement with the with the landowner. So again, 
more than happy to confirm that how that process would be in writing, but it would largely be subject to 
the the the outcome of the planning application. 
 
1:18:37 
That's yeah, that's fine. That's helpful. Thank you very much. Thank you. So Mr. Rush, I see you've got 
your hand up if I could come to you. 
 
1:18:48 
Thank you, Jonathan rush, brown and CO agent in this instance, representing James Austin, in his 
capacity of shareholder and director of Austin's farms limited only Holdings Limited on him thought 
farms and the food enterprise Park. So I'd like to build on what Paul Clark has just talked about in terms 
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of impact on the local highways network, and to talk about how the interests of the primary farming 
business in the area can tie in with the development of the food enterprise Park, which for clarity should 
not be confused with the food enterprise zone, the food enterprise Park being something that is located 
within the wider food enterprise zone. Currently, the proposals from the developer Australia applicant, 
closed blind lane on the grounds of it being too narrow and not suitable for modern traffic. And this blind 
link is a key link between the Colton base of hunting and thought farms and the rangeland state 
whether it's another 1000 acres of high quality arable land, which produces large amounts of fresh 
produce such as potatoes etc, which are high bulk material, the current route between the Two points is 
4.6 kilometres to get to the base centre of the England state, obviously it is shorter if you just go to one 
of the peripheral points, the closure of blind lane, and the lack of making it available in any form will 
push all of the Huntington thought farms, which is the farming entity of all of those businesses on to 
Church Lane. And it'll move out chip, which were will interact with all the potential traffic from from the 
800 House developments that can be missed in the area and also with the existing pfap traffic which 
has not yet moved on to the A 47. When it pushes all that heavy traffic into eastern past the church 
then back along, doubling back on itself on the old day 47 for joining the grade separated junction and 
heading up the table and road. There is no way in our proposal of avoiding the great separator junction 
onto the table and road but we would seek to maintain some form of link along blind lane or that route 
to reduce the pressure of traffic on Eastern, the link there comes into the proposals being put for by the 
food enterprise Park. And they're suggesting that a connection direct to the A 47 should be provided as 
part of the wider scheme. And previous iterations of the scheme had a dog leg access that appeared to 
be new, clearly part of the design but was then renewed. The doubling up point here is that if that 
access to the food enterprise park at full adopted standard was available, the mic line would be able to 
connect into the back end of that essentially as a private access. And that would alleviate all of the 
issues of traffic moving around through Church Lane and through Eastern. This is because they are 
joined entities in the they are owned by the same party all that separately. So there is an ability for 
parties to work together to achieve the same goal. So that's the matter of blind lane. The further issue 
that we wish to address, and these are all these issues are addressed under the Reverend rep 059. 
And I don't wish to spend too much time repeating them for everyone's sake. But the closure of 
Huntington Lane creates a severance between the the the two elements of property they're owned by 
my client highways, the applicant has proposed alternative routes. Unfortunately, there's alternative 
routes, one of which would push traffic all the way out through Western Longville. And, and onto a road 
called the Broadway, which is not an appropriate piece of traffic. So I'm getting an attack at the barre 
office. And I would push it would push traffic onto a very 
 
1:23:08 
narrow road but also would push traffic towards Western Longville which and we've already heard 
about the concerns that Western long they'll have about additional traffic and in fact to get machinery of 
the size that we're talking about. Through there we would in fact have to go up to laneways joining the 
fake them road then double back to Seattle bridge and then come back into the back end of rangeland 
and actually that would push traffic into the village of rangeland there is an interaction here with the 
northwestern link because of course if that is constructed as designed, there will result in the severance 
of multiples east west minor routes that would have enabled the pressure of traffic to be spread over a 
wider area. The alternative access is to come up to room road and then had forgotten the neighbour 
over basically turn right when you get to hunting and lane and you head down into what's called the 
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rangeland Hills area. And would be joining all the other traffic that will be trying to work its way through 
there and you're talking and you will have probably seen well that road is like Sir from your own 
inspections through there. And you imagine adding all the farm machinery that would otherwise just be 
able to continue straight over into hunting and lane and into the heart of the rangeland state we are now 
in fact talking about sending it right down into through rangeland Hills then along the valley bottom and 
back into the village. We appreciate that this is a very localised problem. But inevitably there will be 
additional traffic pressure on that network and I understand that part of the strategy of closing Omnium 
Lane was to spread traffic out and avoid rat running but unfortunately that's also going to spread out all 
of the very large machinery that is used for farming enterprise into all the local traffic as well. And there 
is also concerned about this have reference constant reference to rat running. And we're not sure 
there's necessarily been much empirical data produced to show that traffic will definitely be using this, 
these rat runs. And it should always be remembered that one person's rat run is another local person's 
journey input via how they get from their house and from their home to work or from between their 
properties. So that's, you know, in short of that, those are the concerns of Mr. Austin under relevant 
rep. 59. I would also like to refer to another member of the Austin family. But would it be more 
appropriate as that as a separate member and separate property to have any responses from the 
applicant to this point from move to the next one, 
 
1:25:44 
just just for ease of reference, and for my following things that that would be helpful. Can I just clarify 
one, one sort of question it may be in, you've already submitted it. But what sort of levels of traffic are 
we talking about here? 
 
1:25:59 
I'm afraid I don't have that information easily to hand. But I can, I must also make it very clear that there 
has been very productive engagement from the applicant. We just, we just can't come to a point where 
we agree, but there certainly has been plentiful amount of dialogue. 
 
1:26:17 
Thank you for that. Mr. Arthur, if I could come to you. 
 
1:26:22 
Thank you, sir. By the offer on the part of the applicant, I will try not to have another fit of the body 
offers, it was clear to fail to thank you, Mr. Rush. In response to the comments raised. I'll pick up a few 
of those elements. But I will confirm that the applicant is engaged with with Jonathan Roush on behalf 
of the landowner and we will continue to work productively and perhaps an update that will give you will 
give some confidence that as well. With regard to the comment on Western long Volvo, I will object to 
that because that is already the pre existing route, known as the western route from the holding on Fort 
farmers stay through berries Lane over on woodland and then then across the Broadway. That's a 
route that was provided to us by the landowner as one of the routes they take. So it's slightly 
disingenuous to suggest that we are proposing an increase in traffic through an existing route. So with 
regards to holding them lane, and then the implementation of the proposed TTR Oh, we are working 
with the affected landowners. There are a few that have raised concerns around the proposal to close 
holding on land at the juncture of the crossroads of Tavian road and Western road. We are engaging 
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with Norfolk County Council as the local highway authority to actually assess would it be more 
beneficial to implement that closure follow North such that it would permit the use of agricultural 
vehicles to enter what is known as the rangeland block of A of agricultural fields. The second point I 
would make on that is that the the landowners in this area have a very well developed internal field 
network. And it's slightly disingenuous to suggest that we are completely cutting them off. And the 
drawings that were supplied as part of our responses and both relevant reps and written 
representations, outline routes to these field network points. Hopefully that that answers some of the 
points raised by by Mr. Rush and again, we will continue to engage with them. We are working with 
Norfolk County Council and we put me a get a resolution to the proposed point of the closure. I will be 
communicating that to the affected landowners who have raised concerns about agricultural 
movements are. 
 
1:28:29 
Okay, that's helpful. Thank you. And again, just sort of follow up question for me in terms of how that 
information is submitted to me. Once agreements in bits and pieces if they are reached, how would that 
that what form that would take 
 
1:28:42 
it would likely be dependent on the the volume of of points solid would either be through the district 
value and then negotiation process and a heads of terms or it would be through our statement of 
common ground if it was so required that there was such groans at work or we can seek agreement on. 
Okay, 
 
1:28:59 
that's fine. That's helpful. Thank you very much. Mr. Rush. Did you want to now? 
 
1:29:07 
Yes, please. Is this the right time just to make a quick response to some of the Mr. Arthur's comments 
or? Yeah. Quick point there is some confusion that's been happening in the representations because of 
the Alston name. There are Austin's right next to each other, they are different families, but they 
contract bomb each other. And so Mr. Arthur is right. The western route has been provided, but actually 
it was it was in relation to the contract farming of hunting and port farms of Mr. Nielsen's property. It is 
not a route that they generally use to get to the end of the state. So that's one point. Second point is 
yes, I don't wish to be disingenuous about access to the state but the routes that are provided come to 
the edge. You can't necessarily certainly get an articulated lorry across a ploughed field. You know 
these these routes would be fine if hard corn tracks were provided. And it would require a significant 
development of the internal infrastructure, which, of course, is something that we can have a 
conversation and we are having very useful conversations with the applicant and the district value 
about these things. But it's, you know, his understanding that it goes beyond just the point at which you 
touched the state. So that's, that's all I wish to say on that moment, but I can say things are moving. 
Okay. The next point would be to just make a very brief comment on behalf of Mr. Neal Alston, also 
who operates as Al Austin and Company Limited which is and these are all covered under relevant 
representations. 74 07 for the simple property issue here is one of severance. This is appreciate this is 
often a matter of valuation, and that's not for a planning hearing. But we there are very good 
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conversations going on with the district valuer at the moment about that matter. However, ideally, we 
would like to try and avoid having to deal with this point by compensation. The issue is that Mr. Austin 
has in total are approximately 1200 acres of arable land and other farmland that is situated around a 
sternum around the wood Lane junction. And approximately 20% of that holding is north of the existing 
a 47 and just the west of wood lane. The closure of Church Lane and Barry Hall lane will put a 
significant burden on on the local road network we believe because it will push what is existing 1.6 
kilometre journey up Church Lane out to a potential six kilometre journey out through East Hutton and 
village and through Hawking, alternatively, by not being able to use Barry Hall Lane anymore, they'll 
have to go out east to the eastern roundabout and then ground and that adds extra approximately three 
kilometres to the journey. Obviously, these are not exactly groundbreaking distances, but we are talking 
about large machinery and at peak times such as harvest, when there's also new tourism, traffic, etc. In 
the area. That's a lot of vehicle movements. Again, we'll try and get a little bit more information for you 
on the numbers. The the mechanic sets that Church Lane is necessary to be closed as part of the 
scheme and understands that sort of part of their land is also going to be lost to allow for other parties 
acts, access provisions. And as you will have heard from now hearing from Ruth. 
 
1:32:41 
Sorry, Miss Miss gadelle. Thank you. 
 
1:32:45 
Pretty so during our lunch. So we so we try to think about the things where I'd got to. So the proposals 
really had been that that under that I understood that Church Lane would close that understood that 
they would lose land to allow access to your house, I believe it's Hillcrest. And as you've already heard, 
I think yesterday for Mr. Clark, there, there's an offering of more land in that area for environmental 
mitigation to allow the petrol filling station developed to go ahead. However, the proposal that has been 
discussed very constructively in a great length with the applicants team was to keep Barry Hall lane 
open, as it was previously kept open under previous design, which was changed with we're not sure if 
there was any real consultation when that little change was made to enable an agricultural link through 
there to alleviate pressure on the local network and also to, frankly, save on compensation and cost. 
The issues of operating a private root access route have been discussed at length. There is a 
difference of opinion in terms of the applicant as laid out in detail. The process of getting out of car and 
opening a gate whereas we believe simple matters as a fob controlled Barrick and manage it. But those 
are those are semantics but we believe that it should be a viable option, and that it would have a 
significantly beneficial Well, it would reduce the negative impact of this. This project on a landowner 
who was already losing a considerable amount of land around the wood Lane junction area and south 
of the existing 847. We have we know there are also comments about the fact that maintaining a link 
through on burial Lane would involve taking land from a third party being Mr. Metal and there's 
obviously no desire to impact that gentleman more than he already is being impacted. However, there 
is an existing access route through there and we believe that in some form or another, that should be 
maintained certainly for landowners such as my client. And there is again concern of these constant 
references to rat running which we haven't necessarily seen any empirical evidence which admittedly, 
we may have missed, but does seem to be a matter of just trying to appease local parish councils and 
getting them on side, my clothes in the local network off. Again, I reiterate the point one person's route 
runners another person's local journey. So that's, that's all I think I already have to add, other than 
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everything else will be covered in the grips annotations. And also, you just say that discussions are 
constructive and ongoing. Thank you. 
 
1:35:32 
Thank you very much, Mr. Rush. Mr. Arthur is anything you want to come back on, and just those 
points 
 
1:35:38 
are sorted by offer on behalf of the applicant? I'll be very brief. So I think most of the points raised by 
Jonathan Russia are not new to the applicant. And we have responded via the relevant representation. 
And the written representations is not an area that we are agreed on, and is an area that we are looking 
at through the district valuation process. Thank you. So 
 
1:36:00 
thank you very much misquoted so you've raised your hand 
 
1:36:08 
and say, Yes, we're back to platinum for Mr. Metal. So Mr. Metal does want to address you on 
agricultural access as an issue. I'm conscious of the time and I wonder whether it might, you might be 
thinking that now is the appropriate time to take lunch in accordance with your earlier indication. But I'm 
in your hands, this really just wants to flag that he does want to make a representation on this type 
personally, but put them in your hands as to when we do that. 
 
1:36:41 
Yeah, no, thank thank you for that. It was my intention to think about breaking for lunch now. I think 
we've got to a situation or a point where most of my comments, questions and issues have been 
addressed other than wanting to turn to the alternative proposal and have a discussion around that. So 
it might well be that Mr. Metal wants to introduce it and include that within the submissions that you 
want to make with regards that alternative. That might well be the best way to do it if that's okay with 
you. 
 
1:37:18 
Absolutely fine with us. Very happy with that. 
 
1:37:21 
Okay, thank you Mr. Bircher, so you just put your hand up 
 
1:37:29 
Thank you, Sir Charles birch for the Eastern estate, holding them. Axel slab very briefly, if I may, I'd like 
to add weight to some of the Jonathan rushes comments on behalf of various Austin's one of the areas 
of particular concern to the eastern estate is the what's slated as a sort of temporary road closure on 
Huntington road. The currently, the traffic can use day 47 And go north on Church Lane from the 
eastern roundabout and then access the land around Eastern Lodge. And it can take immediate access 
of the into the fields to the north of the 847, east of Tavor and road when all of those routes are cut off. 
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As soon as you close the ringland Road, the heavy of traffic that Jonathan's been talking about Papa 
John's and Russia have been talking about we'll have to travel east along Western road north along 
ringland Road which goes over inland hills, mixing with whatever local traffic maybe they're coming 
from South Kossi and tapering. And it really is just unsuitable for the heavy vehicles. And so when the 
applicant has said they are looking at how to handle agricultural traffic, it's particularly important if we if 
we can to ensure that either the local road closure on Burundian road doesn't take place. Or that there's 
some form of a private means of access for the vehicles that really need to be able to use it to be able 
to be incorporated and design. That's all on this subject. So 
 
1:39:28 
thank you Mr. Burch. Thank you very much. I'm thinking now might be the best time to to prep for lunch. 
But Mr. Arthur, was there anything finally that you just wanted to mop upon those last last comments? 
 
1:39:41 
Thank you, sir. By the offer on behalf of the applicant. The only point I would say, Sir, is that we are 
engaging with both parties have raised us the Austin's on the eastern states on this and as I've touched 
on previously, where we are engaging with the local highway authority on how best to implement that 
that interim TTR or to mitigate the The period between the 47 opening and the opening of the Norwich 
Western link. I'd also point out so that we have responded to this in their written rep. 15 which is 
document rep three, dash zero to two. And our response to to Mr. Bachchan that is contained within 
that documents. Thank you. 
 
1:40:23 
Thank you very much for that. Thank you. Well, like I said, I think that seems a suitable point in the 
proceedings to break for lunch. What I'm suggesting is it's 10 past one now, if everybody's alright with a 
15 minute lunch break so we can start to two o'clock. That's what I suggest. So thank you for your 
contributions this morning. This hearing is adjourned until two o'clock 


